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Abstract

Quantum mechanics of unitary systems is considered in quasi-Hermitian representation

and in the dynamical regime in which one has to take into account the ubiquitous presence

of perturbations, random or specific. In the paper it is shown that multiple technical

obstacles encountered in such a context can be circumvented via just a mild amendment

of the so called Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation-expansion approach. In particular,

the quasi-Hermitian formalism characterized by an enhancement of flexibility is shown to

remain mathematically tractable while, on phenomenological side, opening several new

model-building horizons. It is emphasized that they include, i.a., the study of generic

random perturbations and/or of multiple specific non-Hermitian toy models. In parallel,

several paradoxes and open questions are shown to survive.
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1 Introduction

The exact or approximate solutions of time-independent Schrödinger equation

H |ψn〉 = En |ψn〉 , |ψn〉 ∈ H , n = 0, 1, . . . (1)

play a key role in our understanding of the structure of quantum bound states or resonances.

Often, it is believed that up to some truly exotic exceptions the division line which separates

the case of bound states from the case of resonances also separates Eq. (1) in which H is

Hermitian from Eq. (1) in which H is non-Hermitian. Incidentally, the latter belief has

been shattered after 1998 when Bender with Boettcher [1] revealed that the class of the

“anomalous” non-Hermitian Eqs. (1) yielding bound states can be larger than expected,

incorporating also certain models in which the Hamiltonians have the form of superposition

of the most common kinetic energy ∼ p2 with an equally standard (but complex) local

interaction potential.

In the latter models, widely known as “PT −symmetric” [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], the manifest

non-Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian

H 6= H†

has been found to coexist with the reality of the spectrum. Thus, it was immediate to

conclude that the unitarity of the evolution can be guaranteed not only in the conventional

textbook spirit (i.e., via the self-adjointness of the Hamiltonian [7]) but also, under certain

additional technical conditions [8], via the Dieudonné’s [9] quasi-Hermiticity requirement

H†Θ = ΘH . (2)

One can then speak about quantum mechanics of unitary systems which is slightly modified

and reformulated in the so called quasi-Hermitian representation.

In this framework one of the most important features of the modification may be seen

in its innovative approach to the concept of perturbation which is found, in this setting,

counterintuitive. For three reasons. The first one is that in this formalism (cf., e.g., its

reviews in [10] or [11]) we are allowed to change the physical Hilbert-space norm. Thus, in

a preselected “perturbed” Hamiltonian H(λ) = H0 + λH1 the size (and, hence, influence)

of the perturbation cannot always be kept under a reliable control. Often, an enhanced

sensitivity to perturbations is observed, for this reason, in open quantum systems (a few

more remarks on this subtlety will be added below).

The second reason and paradox emerges when we consider just a closed quantum system

in which the influence of H1 6= H†
1 is guaranteed to be small. Still, the correct probabilistic

interpretation of the system remains ambiguous, mainly again due to the non-uniqueness
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of the physical Hilbert-space inner-product metric Θ (again, a more detailed support of

this observation will be given below).

Thirdly, even if we decide to ignore the latter ambiguity and even if we pick up just

any one of the eligible metrics (which would reduce the scope of the theory in a not quite

predictable manner of course), such a choice of the geometry of the physical Hilbert space

would still vary with λ. This is, probably, the most challenging problem which is to be

also addressed in our present paper.

Preliminarily we may notice and emphasize that in the language of mathematics, the

problem may be formulated easily because the underlying auxiliary, unitarity-of-evolution-

guaranteeing operator Θ (if it exists [8]) can be perceived as representing just an invertible

and positive definite ad hoc physical-Hilbert-space inner-product metric, Θ = Θ† > 0. In

the related reformulation of quantum theory all of the measurable predictions only require,

therefore, the evaluation of the following metric-dependent matrix elements

an = 〈ψn|ΘA|ψn〉 . (3)

The knowledge of the wave function and of the operator A representing an observable

of interest must be complemented here by the guarantee of observability A†Θ = ΘA of

course [8, 10].

One of the most influential sources of interest in certain special classes of non-Hermitian

Hamiltonians with real spectra lied in quantum field theory [12] and, in particular, in

the role played there by perturbation theory [13, 14, 15]. One of the most important

subsets of the underlying phenomenological Hamiltonians H is formed, therefore, by the

one-parametric families

H = H(λ) = H(0) + λ V 6= H† (4)

where λ is a complex number and where the component V representing the perturbation

should not be, in some sense, too large [15].

Under this assumption, a powerful tool of the construction of the solutions of Schrödinger

Eq. (1) + (4) lies in the use of power-series ansatzs

En = En(λ) = En(0) + λE(1)
n + λ2E(2)

n + . . . (5)

and

|ψn〉 = |ψn(λ)〉 = |ψn(0)〉+ λ |ψ(1)
n 〉+ λ2 |ψ(2)

n 〉+ . . . . (6)

A serious obstacle emerges when we turn attention to the unconventional quasi-Hermitian

models. In the light of Eq. (2) the metric will become manifestly λ−dependent in general,

Θ = Θ(λ). In contrast to the conventional perturbation-expansion constructions, it be-

comes necessary to complement the standard pair (5) and (6) of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger
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perturbation-expanison ansatzs by their new, operator-expansion partner, say, of the power-

series form

Θ(λ) = Θ(0) + λΘ(1) + λ2Θ(2) + . . . . (7)

This means that non-Hermiticity (4) of Hamiltonian makes a consequent implementation of

the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation-expansion approach to the quasi-Hermitian bound-

state quantum physics complicated.

The consequent theory requires an explicit or implicit reference to as many as five

separate but mutually interrelated Hilbert spaces in general (cf. paper [16]). The main

theoretical benefit of such a five-Hilbert-space reformulation of quantum mechanics lies in

an exhaustive classification of admissible perturbations. In this sense our present paper

can be read as a more pragmatically oriented follow up of paper [16].

For introduction, a few basic features of the theory may be found summarized in Ap-

pendices A – D. To this background, section 2 will add two illustrative examples explaining

not only an overall motivation of using non-Hermitian Hamiltonians but also the existence

of the deep mathematical differences between the use of perturbation expansions in the

closed and open quantum systems.

In section 3 we will turn attention to the physical consequences of these differences. We

will point out that in the related literature the necessity of an unambiguous separation of

the closed-system quantum physics from the open-system quantum physics is not always

sufficiently carefully observed. This note will be complemented by an outline of the role

of random perturbations in realistic models. A critique of a few recent results will be

given in which the depth of the difference between the closed and open systems has been

underestimated. This will be followed by a clarification of one of the related paradoxes

connected with the usage of the concept of the so called pseudospectra [17]. For the

description of the influence of the random perturbations, the usefulness of the concept

of pseudospectra remains strictly restricted to the studies of the open quantum systems.

In the quasi-Hermitian models the transition from spectra to pseudospectra cannot be

recommended because it does not lead to any enrichment of the information about the

dynamics of the underlying closed quantum systems.

In section 4 we will finally return to the quasi-Hermitian perturbation theory. We will

recall the mathematical challenge represented by the necessity of the construction of an

additional operator expansion (7). In a climax of our paper we will offer a new, alter-

native, upgraded formulation of the quasi-Hermitian version of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger

perturbation series in which the latter necessity will be circumvented..

An extensive discussion and summary of our results will be presented in the last two

sections 5 and 6. The essence of the innovation (and, first of all, of a significant simplifica-
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tion of the formalism) will be shown to lie in an implementation of the biorthogonal-basis

ideas [18] as taken from their recent application in a different, non-stationary quantum

dynamics context [19].

2 Merits of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians

From a purely pragmatic point of view, Schrödinger Eq. (1) can be perceived as a linear

eigenvalue problem in which, in the majority of applications, the possible non-Hermiticity

of the Hamiltonian would make the construction of solutions less stable and technically

more difficult. This is a generic statement which is well known [11, 17]. The more the

people seem surprised when they encounter a quantum system for which the technically

friendliest representation of Hamiltonian happens to be non-Hermitian.

2.1 Dyson-inspired simplifications of Schrödinger equations

A compact account of history of the recent quick enhancement of interest in the closed and

stable quantum systems controlled by an “anomalous” Hamiltonian H 6= H† can be found

in [11]. The emergence of such a class of models can look, at the first sight, surprising.

Nevertheless, one of the oldest demonstrations of the technical advantages of using a non-

Hermitian H already emerged many years ago, viz., during the Dyson’s entirely pragmatic,

well motivated and purely numerical study of a specific real-world many-body problem [20].

An impact of the latter quantum-many-body result remained, for a couple of years,

restricted just to nuclear physics [21]. The idea only acquired a new life and broader

response after Bender with Milton [12] revealed that the study of non-Hermitian models

may be also of immediate relevance in quantum field theory.

In such a broadened methodical context a particularly elementary and fully non-

numerical sampleH(JM) = p2+V (JM)(x) of such a Hamiltonian has been proposed, in 2006,

by Jones with Mateo [22]. Via an exactly solvable toy model these authors demonstrated

that in some cases, given a conventional self-adjoint Hamiltonian h(JM) = p2 + v(JM)(x),

one can profit from its replacement by an isospectral alternative H(JM) = p2 + V (JM)(x)

which is non-Hermitian. Indeed, the former operator where the potential contained two

components,

v(JM)(x) = −2 x+ 4 x4 (8)

could be perceived as more complicated than its avatar H(JM) with

V (JM)(x) = −x4 (9)
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containing just the single interaction term. Moreover, the single-term potential (9) is

symmetric with respect to the product of parity and time-reversal, i.e., in comparison,

less complicated than its left-right-asymmetric two-term partner (8). One can really speak

about a simplification h(JM) → H(JM), in principle at least.

Both of the latter Hamiltonians predict the same real (i.e., measurable and stable)

bound-state spectrum which is discrete and bounded from below. The conventional one,

viz., operator h(JM) is self-adjoint while its non-Hermitian avatar H(JM) is merely quasi-

Hermitian (cf. definition (2)). From an experimentalist’s point of view the isospectrality

of the two alternative Hamiltonians makes the two representations of the same closed

quantum system indistinguishable. For mathematicians, the differences are also not too

deep because the main source of difference, viz., the inner-product metric needed in Eq. (2)

has been found, in [22], in an exact, closed and really elementary operator form

Θ(JM) = exp
[

p3/48− 2p
]

. (10)

This makes the non-Hermiticity of H(JM) just a minor, easily surmounted complication.

2.2 Analytic continuations and non-unitary open systems

From the point of view of experimental physics the truly exceptional exact solvability of

the Jones’ and Mateo’s interaction (9) is not so impressive because the coordinate x is

complex (see its definition in [22]). This makes the standard probabilistic interpretation of

the “simplified” system unclear because the value of x (tentatively treated as the position

of a particle) ceases to be a measurable quantity.

A new physics has to be then sought in a return to differential Schrödinger equations in

which the coordinate x remains real. In the light of the paradox (or rather of the danger)

of the non-observability of coordinates one is forced to consider the asymptotically less

anomalous potentials in which the line of coordinate x could still be kept real. One of such

illustrative examples can be found in our older paper [23] where we studied the perturbation

expansions (5) of the energies generated by the two-parametric imaginary cubic oscillator

Hamiltonian

H(IC)(f, g) = −
d2

dx2
+
f 2

4
x2 + igx3 . (11)

Indeed, such a differential-operator model is still non-Hermitian and PT −symmetric, i.e.,

it is formally closely analogous to Eq. (9). Moreover, knowing that after identification

λ = g, i.e., in the weak-coupling regime the conventional small-anharmonicity expansions

would diverge, we were able to transfer the role of a small parameter to the other coupling

and choose λ = f . As a consequence we achieved a very good convergence of our resulting

perturbative strong-coupling series (5) for the energies.
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Later, we found a complementary inspiration in paper [24] in which Bender with Dunne

set f = 1 and λ = g and studied the alternative, divergent but resummable weak-coupling

expansion. They were interested just in the ground state energy, and they managed to

construct the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation series

E(BD)(λ) ∼
1

2
+

∞
∑

n=1

bnλ
2n (12)

up to very large orders by having evaluated the necessary integer-valued coefficients non-

numerically,

b1 = 11 , b2 = −930 , b3 = 158836 , b4 = −38501610 , . . . . (13)

At n≫ 1 they managed to fit these coefficients by an amazing asymptotic formula

bn ∼ (−1)n+160
n+1/2

(2π)3/2
Γ

(

n+
1

2

)[

1 +O

(

1

n

)]

. (14)

Via an appropriate resummation of the divergent series (12) this enabled them to obtain,

at any not too large real coupling λ, a very good (they even wrote “excellent”) agreement

with the known and real numerical value of the ground-state energy E(BD)(λ).

As a climax of the story, Bender with Dunne proposed also a phenomenologically

meaningful physical output of their considerations. For this purpose they re-interpreted

their asymptotic estimate (14) as a support of the possibility and consistency of an analytic

continuation of the function E(BD)(λ) to the (cut) complex plane of λ. On these grounds

they were able to evaluate the imaginary part of E(BD)(iǫ) and to interpret the result as

a prediction of a measurable decay width of another quantum system described by an

analytically continued Hamiltonian

H = p2 + x2/4− ǫx3 (15)

(cf. Eq. Nr. 5 in [24]). In other words, the initial non-Hermitian operator (11) has

been reinterpreted, via analytic continuation, as a more or less standard physical quantum

Hamiltonian supporting an unstable (but still observable) ground state.

2.3 Dyson maps and the modified concept of locality

In the overall framework of quasi-Hermitian quantum mechanics (QHQM) of closed systems

as formulated, in Schrödinger picture, by Scholtz et al [8], we paid attention, in our recent

paper [16], to the consistent applicability of the theory in the presence of perturbations.

We pointed out that even in the non-perturbative version of the theory it made sense to
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realize the description using three separate Hilbert spaces (cf. diagram Nr. (10) in [16] or

Eq. (48) in Appendix A below).

One of these spaces is denoted here by symbol L. By assumption, it is just a hypothet-

ical and, for practical purposes, inaccessible space. Only the other two are relevant, both

hosting operator H and differing just by the respective forms of inner products. The first

space (viz., K) is just auxiliary and unphysical. The second one (denoted here as H) is

physical and, for this reason, unitary equivalent to L, with the equivalence mediated by a

mapping Ω.

The latter (often called Dyson [25]) mapping is related to the metric by formula

Θ = Ω†Ω 6= I . (16)

In a way dating back to the Dyson’s paper [20], the key message as delivered by our pa-

per [16] is that after one makes the Hamiltonian λ−dependent and after one implements

the perturbation-expansion philosophy, one has to distinguish between the “physics” (rep-

resented by the perturbed H(λ) at any λ 6= 0) and “mathematics” (represented by the

exactly solvable H(0)). In other words, both of the Hamiltonian-supporting Hilbert spaces

K and H become λ−dependent.

Incidentally, at both λ = 0 and λ 6= 0, the knowledge of factorization (16) would

enable us to return also to the above-mentioned toy-model interaction (9) in which the

“false coordinate” appeared to be complex, x /∈ R. Due to the exact solvability of the model

and due to the extreme simplicity of the related metric (10), one could also introduce a

closed-form Dyson-map operator

Ω(JM) = exp
(

p3/96− p
)

(17)

and define a correct (i.e., by construction, quasi-Hermitian) coordinate-representing oper-

ator Q(JM) acting in K and H using formula

q(JM) = Ω(JM)Q(JM)
(

Ω(JM)
)−1

= q† . (18)

This is definition of a suitable (albeit a bit artificial) observable tractable as a coordinate.

From the point of view of consistency of the theory the choice of self-adjoint q(JM) (or,

directly, of quasi-Hermitian Q(JM)) is more or less arbitrary.

Relation (18) itself can be re-read as the closest analogue of connection between the

more common energy-operators alias Hamiltonians (cf. relation (49) in Appendix B). Such

a constraint can be complemented by some additional phenomenological requirements. For

example, it is possible to start from “inaccessible” textbook Hilbert space L and choose the

left-hand-side “input information” q(JM) as a diagonal operator with equidistant spectrum

simulating the position on a one-dimensional discrete lattice or on its suitable continuous-

spectrum limit [26, 27].
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3 Norm-ambiguity paradox and its consequences

A concise outline of the non-Hermitian but unitary theory of closed systems is relocated

to Appendices A – D. Using the notation of diagram (48) in Appendix A let us now

emphasize that in most applications the information about dynamics is carried just by the

Hamiltonian H acting in an auxiliary Hilbert space K in which H 6= H†. As a consequence,

the choice of metric Θ compatible with the quasi-Hermiticity condition (2) remains non-

unique [8]. The relevant (i.e., physical, Θ−dependent) size of perturbations V in (4) is,

therefore, indeterminate.

This is a paradox, the relevance of which becomes particularly serious in the realistic

models of quantum systems in which one cannot ignore the possible occurrence of random,

uncontrolled, statistically distributed perturbations.

3.1 Random perturbations and pseudospectra

In the most common textbook version of quantum mechanics of the perturbed unitary

systems living in L the evolution is generated by the perturbed Hamiltonians which are

self-adjoint,

h(λ) = h(0) + λ h1 = h†

(see [28] or Eq. (49) in Appendix B). The stability of the system may be then tested using

all perturbations, the norm of which is bounded, ‖h1‖ ≤ ǫ. For this purpose the spectra

of the perturbed Hamiltonians could be calculated using the λ−dependent Schrödinger

equation in L,

h(λ) |ψn(λ)≻= En(λ) |ψn(λ)≻ , n = 0, 1, . . . (19)

plus, say, the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation-series ansatz (5).

As a result one would obtain, in principle at least, a union of all of the possible perturbed

spectra, i.e., the set
⋃

λ ‖h1‖<ǫ

σ(h(0) + λ h1) (20)

which should lie, for stable systems, just inside a small vicinity of σ(h(0)), i.e., of the

unperturbed spectrum. In such a setting it is recommended to recall the Roch’s and

Silberman’s observation [29] that the set (20) coincides with the so called pseudospectrum

σǫ(h(0)) of h(0), i.e., with the set which is defined as the following union of the spectrum

and of the domain in which the resolvent of h(0) remains large [17],

σǫ(h(0)) = σ(h(0)) ∪ {z ∈ C | ‖(h(0)− z)−1‖ > ǫ−1} . (21)

One can cite paper [30] and conclude that “if h is self-adjoint . . . ”, the pseudospectra “give

no additional information”.
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3.2 Norms in non-Hermitian models

Let us repeat that as long as the Hamiltonians in question are kept self-adjoint, the Roch’s

and Silberman’s observation simplifies the analysis of the influence of random perturbations

because it just shows that the smallness of perturbations immediately implies that at the

sufficiently small ǫ the difference between the sets σǫ(h(0)) (pseudospectrum) and σ(h(0))

(spectrum) becomes negligible.

The situation becomes thoroughly different when a quantum Hamiltonian H is chosen

“highly non-self-adjoint” because then, “the pseudospectrum σǫ(H) is typically much larger

than the ǫ−neighborhood of the spectrum”. There is a subtlety in such a proposition (cited

from [30]) because in the context of the general non-Hermitian Schrödinger Eq. (1) one

has to distinguish, in a way already emphasized in Introduction, between its open-system

and closed-system interpretations.

In the former, “resonances-describing” subcase we would have to complement Eq. (1)

by the specification of the conventional Hilbert space endowed with the usual, metric-

independent norm. In diagram (48) such a space is denoted by the dedicated symbol K,

with the norm of V denoted as ‖V ‖ as usual. Hence, in such a case (not, by the way, of

our present immediate interest), we may formally set Θ = I and H = K in Appendix A.

In the other, “bound-states-describing” subcase (which is of our present interest) we

may still follow the same conventions as introduced in Appendix A. Thus, with Θ 6= I and

with H 6= K we have to treat Schrödinger Eq. (1) as living in an amended, physical Hilbert

space H.

Unless one asks questions about norms, only the dual versions of the vector spaces K

and H are different. Still, precisely the difference between the operator norm of V in K

(denoted as usual, ‖V ‖) and in H (to be denoted differently, say, as ♯V ♯) becomes one

of the most essential aspects of the respective alternative definitions of the Hilbert-space-

dependent pseudospectra.

3.3 Pseudospectra in quasi-Hermitian models

As long as we are not going to study resonances, we may just restrict our attention to

the random perturbations in quasi-Hermitian (i.e., by definition, in the hiddenly unitary)

closed quantum systems. In principle, their description in the alternative physical Hilbert

spaces L and H is then equivalent. In practice, nevertheless, one may observe that the

predictions of the measurements as constructed in the textbook Hilbert-space representa-

tion are impractical and less user-friendly. Then we are forced to treat the knowledge of

the union (20) of the perturbed spectra in L as “technically inaccessible”.

After we decide to move to H we must also remember that the corresponding physical
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norm ♯V ♯ of perturbations becomes different and, first of all, Θ−dependent. The key and

meaningful question to ask is then the question about the structure of the union

⋃

λ♯V ♯<ǫ

σ(H(0) + λ V ) (22)

of the spectra of all of the slightly but randomly perturbed systems living in H.

The above-cited theorem can be recalled again. After one defines the pseudospectrum

σǫ(H) := σ(H) ∪ {z ∈ C | ♯(H − z)−1♯ > ǫ−1} (23)

in H, one immediately obtains the Roch-Silberman relationship

⋃

λ♯V ♯<ǫ

σ(H(0) + λ V ) = σǫ(H(0)) . (24)

This is our desired ultimate formula. In the correct and physical Hilbert space H in which

the Hamiltonian is made self-adjoint, this formula defines the sensitivity to perturbations

in terms of the correct physical pseudospectrum (23). Its explicit numerical construction

is facilitated and made useful. Obviously, once we require our random perturbations to be

small in H, we may again recall Proposition Nr. 3 in [30] and conclude that in full parallel

with the Hermitian models also in the quasi-Hermitian picture of dynamics the spectrum

and pseudospectrum carry equivalent information about the sensitivity of bound states to

perturbations,

σǫ(H(0)) ⊆ {z ∈ C | dist (z, σ(H(0))) < const × ǫ} . (25)

At the small values of ǫ the pseudospectrum is formed just by a small vicinity of the

spectrum. In the terminology of paper [30] such a pseudospectrum is “trivial” because

small random perturbations cannot destroy the stability of the underlying closed quantum

system.

4 Amended Rayleigh-Schrödinger construction

Let us temporarily return to the open-system theory where one does not need to define any

nontrivial inner-product metric because the evolution is non-unitary (cf., e.g., monographs

[31] or [32]). In section 2 we recalled, for illustration, paper [24] as a typical sample of

such a more traditional approach. Bender with Dunne used there a Hamiltonian (11) for

the purposes of description of a complicated physical phenomenon. The physical Hamilto-

nian itself, as sampled by Eq. (15), has only been deduced after an analytic-continuation

redefinition of the model.
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In our present paper our strategy is different, with our attention restricted to the

unitary, closed and stable quantum systems in which the unitarity of evolution of evolution

coexists with the non-Hermiticity ofH . In this setting we intend to describe an amendment

of the QHQM perturbation-expansion recipe in which the metric-related technical obstacles

will be circumvented using a reformulation of the theory as recently proposed, in different

context, in [19].

4.1 The choice-of-space problem revisited

The requirement of unitarity of the evolution may make the QHQM perturbation theory

discouragingly complicated, mainly due to the operator-expansion nature of the newly

emerging series (7) representing the metric. In a way outlined in Appendix C, the theory

has to be formulated in as many as five Hilbert spaces (cf. our present diagram (60)

or an analogous diagram Nr. (20) in [16]). The standard, reference-providing space L of

textbooks has to be accompanied by the doublet of the preferred representation spaces,

viz., by K(λ) pertaining to the ultimate dynamical scenario and by K(0) representing

the solvable unperturbed system. The remaining pair of their amended physical partners

consists of the predictions-offering H(λ) (carrying the ultimate picture of physics) and

H(0) (i.e., its unperturbed λ = 0 partner).

The five-Hilbert-space pattern looks complicated. Concerning its applicability, one

has to be a bit skeptical. In what follows we intend to show that a fairly efficient rem-

edy of the skepticism can be based on a more or less straightforward reformulation of

the theory in which the specification of the metric will be re-interpreted as an upgraded

form of transition from K to the correct physical Hilbert space H. A motivation of our

present modification of the theory lies in an undeniable appeal of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger

perturbation-approximation philosophy which may be characterized, in the conventional

textbook setting, by its enormous technical simplicity. In this sense, we intend to show

that this simplicity need not get lost after one moves to the innovative QHQM framework.

Our attention will be concentrated upon the mathematical consistency aspects of the

theory. We will emphasize that it is possible to overcome the most unpleasant conceptual

complications emerging when one deals with a realistic quasi-Hermitian Hamiltonian of

a unitary quantum system which is allowed to vary with a parameter. The theory will

be re-analyzed in a way inspired by several publications a sample of which is recalled in

Appendix C.

Attention will be paid to the models in which the parameter-dependence remains weak

and tractable by the techniques of perturbation theory [15]. In the first step of amendment

of the conventional approaches we will modify the very concept of a state, keeping in mind
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that in conventional textbooks, the state is usually characterized by a ket-vector element

of a physical Hilbert space (i.e., by |ψ〉 ∈ H). The most immediate inspiration of a change

of such a definition may be deduced from Eq. (3) in which it is sufficient to abbreviate

〈ψ(λ)|Θ(λ) := 〈〈ψ(λ)| ∈ K′ (26)

or, after the Hermitian conjugation in our mathematical representation space,

Θ(λ)|ψ(λ)〉 := |ψ(λ)〉〉 ∈ K . (27)

These abbreviations enable us to rewrite Eq. (3) in a more compact form

a(λ) = 〈〈ψn(λ)|A|ψn(λ)〉 (28)

out of which the metric Θ(λ) seems to have “disappeared”.

An easy resolution of such an apparent paradox is that we moved back from auxiliary

K to physical H. After some elementary algebra we also reveal that the parallels between

the “old” ket vectors |ψn(λ)〉 ∈ K and their “new” partners of Eq. (27) (which could be

called “ketkets”) can even be extended yielding an identically satisfied “parallel” eigenvalue

problem

H†(λ) |ψn(λ)〉〉 = En(λ) |ψn(λ)〉〉 , |ψn(λ)〉〉 ∈ K , n = 0, 1, . . . (29)

(with the same real spectrum of course) or, after the mere Hermitian conjugation in K,

equivalently,

〈〈ψn(λ)|H(λ) = 〈〈ψn(λ)|En(λ) , 〈〈ψn(λ)| ∈ K
′ , n = 0, 1, . . . . (30)

Now, we are prepared to realize that for vectors, the “physical” Hermitian conjugation as

defined, hypothetically, in the “hidden” Hilbert space H just replaces the ket |ψn(λ)〉 ∈ H

by the “brabra” 〈〈ψn(λ)| ∈ H
′.

Summarizing, we come to the conclusion that in the correct physical Hilbert space H

the most natural representation of an n−th bound state of the quantum system in question

will not be provided by any ket but rather by the elementary projector

̺n(λ) = |ψn(λ)〉
1

〈〈ψn(λ)|ψn(λ)〉
〈〈ψn(λ)| . (31)

The main advantage of such an upgrade of conventions is twofold. First, formula (31)

remains the same in both of the Hilbert-space representations in K and in H, and second,

using the standard definition

an(λ) = Tr[A̺n(λ)] (32)

of the probability density, one immediately rediscovers the above-mentioned equivalent

measurement-predicting prescription (3). Moreover, the use of formula also opens the way

from pure states to mixed states and quantum statistical physics [33, 34, 35].
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4.2 Rayleigh-Schrödinger construction revisited

In the light of our preceding considerations the essence of our present innovation of the

QHQM Rayleigh-Schrödinger construction of the series (5), (6) and (7) [with an implicit

reference to the “measurement-prediction” formula (3) alias (28) alias (32)] can be seen to

lie simply in the replacement of the almost prohibitively complicated operator-expansion

formula (7) by the alternative and formally sufficient new ketket-expansion ansatz

|ψ(λ)〉〉 = |ψ(0)〉〉+ λ |ψ(1)〉〉+ λ2 |ψ(2)〉〉+ . . . . (33)

In other words, we will still have to start from the entirely conventional decomposition (4)

of the Hamiltonian and from the related order-by-order re-arrangement

[

H −E(0) + λ (V − E(1))− λ2E(2) − . . .
] [

|0〉+ λ |ψ(1)〉+ λ2 |ψ(2)〉+ . . .
]

= 0 (34)

of our initial perturbed form of Schrödinger equation (1). The innovation only comes when

we reject the recipe of our previous proposal [16] [based on the reconstruction of Θ(λ) via

the clumsy power-series ansatz (7)] as unnecessarily (and, what is worse, more or less

prohibitively) complicated.

In our present upgraded recipe one simply complements Eq. (34) by its associated

partner for ketkets,

[

H† −E(0) + λ (V † − E(1))− λ2E(2) − . . .
] [

|0〉〉+ λ |ψ(1)〉〉 + λ2 |ψ(2)〉〉+ . . .
]

= 0 . (35)

Obviously, an enormous simplification of the construction of the measurable predictions

(32) is achieved. Indeed, in comparison with the complicated formulae of paper [16] teh

construction of the necessary recurrences for the sequence of corrections becomes immedi-

ate, making just use of the slightly upgraded projector

Π = I − |0〉〈〈0| =
∑

j>0

|j〉〈〈j| (36)

and leading to the easily deduced formulae for the energies, say,

E(1) = 〈〈0|V |0〉 , E(2) = 〈〈0|VΠ|ψ(1)〉 , . . . (37)

as well as to the kets

|ψ(1)〉 = Π
1

E(0)−ΠHΠ
ΠV |0〉 , (38)

|ψ(2)〉 = Π
1

E(0)−ΠHΠ
Π[V − E(1)]Π|ψ(1)〉 , (39)
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(etc) and, analogously, for the ketkets,

|ψ(1)〉〉 = Π† 1

E(0)−Π†H†Π†
Π†V †|0〉〉 , (40)

|ψ(2)〉〉 = Π† 1

E(0)− Π†H†Π†
Π†[V † −E(1)]Π†|ψ(1)〉〉 , (41)

etc.

Summarizing, one only has to remind the readers that the full-fledged version of the

present amended QHQM perturbation theory is only needed when we really have to predict

the results of measurements of the observable represented by a preselected operator A. In

applications, we are often interested just in the evaluation of just one of the values of

the energy (which is, moreover, defined as one of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian). In

practice, such a value is often known to be real. In such a case, naturally, what is needed is

just the more or less standard construction of the single power series (5). We may conclude

that precisely such simplified calculations were performed in papers [23] and [24], with the

details recalled in section 2 and in subsection 2.2 above.

5 Discussion

5.1 Key role played by the proof of reality of spectrum

In the early studies of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real spectra [1, 2, 12, 36] the

authors admitted that the non-Hermiticity of H(λ) could make the standard probabilistic

closed-system interpretation of the states questionable. For example, Bender with Dunne

[24] circumvented the problem by claiming that their expansion (12) just offers a “strong

evidence” that the quantity E(λ) is an analytic function which can be continued to the

cut complex plane of couplings g = λ2.

Later, emphasis has been shifted to the requirement of the reality alias potential ob-

servability of the would-be bound-state energy-level spectrum of H representing a neces-

sary condition of existence of an amended inner product. A direct and truly innovative

closed-system physical interpretation of models started to be sought in the reconstruction

of metric Θ = Θ(H) [3, 10].

In the context of QHQM perturbation theory, for several reasons (some of which have

been discussed above), the necessity of the proof of the reality of the energy spectra also

acquired a new urgency. In its analysis as performed in our preceding paper [16] we

emphasized that the scope of the QHQM perturbation theory is in fact “too broad”. In

comparison with the constructive strategy of conventional textbooks (where the trivial
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physical inner-product metric is chosen in advance), the more flexible QHQM theoretical

framework forced us to admit that our Θ must be treated as perturbation-dependent. The

two conventional Rayleigh-Schrödinger power series (5) and (6) had to be complemented

by the third item (7) representing the metric and making the construction of the model

(i.e., of its correct physical Hilbert space) almost prohibitively difficult.

In this context, one of our present main results is that we managed to simplify the

construction by replacing the difficult operator expansion (7) by its mere ketket-vector

alternative (33). Nevertheless, even after such an upgrade of the recipe the (rarely easy!)

proof of the reality of the spectrum will still keep playing the most important role of a

necessary preparatory step in applications.

5.2 The requirement of completeness of the set of observables

We achieved a simplification of the non-Hermitian version of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger

formalism by making the operator-expansion (7) of the metric “invisible”. The price to

pay was the loss of insight in the correspondence between the reality of spectrum and the

choice of the class of admissible perturbations. In fact, the study of this correspondence

is nontrivial requiring, probably, a return to the study of explicit expansions (7).

The question remains to be kept in mind as a truly interesting and challenging future

project, nevertheless. One of the reasons is that it is closely related to the paradox of the

ambiguity of the metric. Indeed, it is well known that the operator Θ endowing a given

Hamiltonian H with a self-adjoint status in H need not be unique. As a consequence, even

the norm of perturbation V in ansatz (4) can vary so that also the conventional condition

of its “sufficient smallness” could be difficult if not impossible to prove.

The ambiguity of Θ = Θ(H) has been identified, in review [8], as resulting from an

incompleteness of our information about the system’s dynamics. Indeed, the emergence of

any independent candidate Λ for an observable (which would have to be quasi-Hermitian

with respect to the same metric, Λ†Θ = ΘΛ) would suppress the ambiguity of Θ whenever

such a candidate appears not to be reducible to a function of H , Λ 6= Λ(H). This means

that a unique Θ will be obtained only after one specifies a complete set of irreducible

observables H (= Λ0) and Λ (= Λ1) and, perhaps, Λ2 etc [8].

In a way discussed in paper [8] one is usually forced to work just with an incomplete

irreducible set of preselected observables Λj. This means that the ambiguity of the metric

can only rarely be fully suppressed. One may try to circumvent the problem by making a

more or less arbitrary choice of one of the eligible metrics. The same strategy is, after all,

widely accepted in the conventional textbooks using trivial Θ = I.

In the framework of unconventional QHQM, an exhaustive explanation of the problem
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of the ambiguity of the norm can already be found discussed in review [8] where one

reads that the variability of our choice of the metric just reflects an incompleteness of the

input information about dynamics. This means that such an ambiguity disappears when

our knowledge of H becomes complemented by the knowledge of a sufficiently large (i.e.,

in mathematical language, “irreducible”) set of some further operator candidates for the

observables.

In this sense we arrive at a new paradox. Either we postulate such a knowledge or

not. Naturally, the abstract theory would be only fully satisfactory in the former case.

In such a case, nevertheless, the λ−dependence of the Hamiltonian and metric would be

inherited by an induced and strongly counterintuitive λ−dependence of all of the further

(i.e., necessarily quasi-Hermitian) observables Λj with j > 0.

5.3 The coordinate-non-observability paradox

Among all of the differential-operator candidates for a closed-system quantum Hamilto-

nian possessing a real energy-like spectrum as sampled by Eq. (11) above, one of the most

interesting alternative models was studied by Buslaev with Grecchi [2]. One of the truly

striking features of their model (which made it qualitatively different from Eq. (11)) was

that for the purposes of its mathematical consistency it was necessary to keep the “coor-

dinate” complex (i.e., x /∈ R, in the asymptotic domain at least). This is a contradictory

situation because such a variable cannot in fact be interpreted as an observable quantity.

The puzzle has been clarified by an explicit reference to perturbation theory in combi-

nation with the techniques of analytic continuation. In a way discussed also in section 2

above, Buslaev with Grecchi revealed a hidden, perturbation-series-mediated connection

between their manifestly non-Hermitian “complex-coordinate” oscillator and the safely

self-adjoint Hamiltonian

h(AHO) = −△+ |~r|2 + λ |~r|4 (42)

describing an entirely conventional quartic anharmonic oscillator [14, 37]. They were aware

of the divergence of the related Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation series (5), but their

analysis revealed the existence of an intimate relationship between operator (42) [defined

as self-adjoint in the most common physical Hilbert space L2(Rd)] and its specific non-

Hermitian isospectral descendant.

In paper [2] the same idea has been shown to work also in application to another,

multiparametric multiplet of ordinary differential Hamiltonian-like operators H
(BG)
n with

n = 1, 2, . . . , K (with, incidentally, K = 7). A special status has been again enjoyed by the

element H
(BG)
1 = h(BG) which was required, in the most conventional Hilbert space L2(R),

self-adjoint. The last element H
(BG)
K of the sequence appeared to be non-Hermitian but
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parity-time-symmetric alias PT −symmetric. For our present purposes we may abbreviate

H
(BG)
K = H(BG) (i.e., drop the last subscript) and notice that the above-mentioned Jones’

and Mateo’s isospectrality relationship finds a direct analogue in formula

h(BG) ∼ H(BG).

This is not too surprising because the Jones’ and Mateo’s Hamiltonian h(JM) is just a

parameter-free special case of the Buslaev’s and Grechi’s multiparametric operator h(BG).

Thus, after a multiparametric generalization of the Jones’ and Mateo’s Dyson operator

(17) a new light could be thrown upon the concept of locality in non-Hermitian physics

(cf. [38] and also formula (18) in section 2.3 above).

Incidentally, the Jones’ and Mateo’s “direction of simplification” becomes inverted since

the evolution controlled by H(BG) has to be reclassified as a more complicated picture of

dynamics. Still, the message which survives is that the physical interpretation is directly

provided by the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation series of Eq. (5).

5.4 A detour to meaningful complex spectra

In the conventional applications of perturbation theory one starts from the knowledge of

a preselected family of Hamiltonians

H(λ) = H0 + λH1 (43)

in which the unperturbed operator H0 is assumed maximally user-friendly or even, often,

diagonal. The specification of the admissible perturbations λH1 is then rather routine,

made in accordance with both the phenomenological and mathematical model-building

needs [15]. Family (43) is chosen, in most textbooks, as a mere sum of two self-adjoint

operators.

We have already emphasized that once one admits a manifest non-Hermiticity of one

or both of the operator components of the Hamiltonian in an auxiliary Hilbert space K,

H0 6= H†
0 , H1 6= H†

1 (44)

the technical costs of such a weakening of the conventional assumptions may be high

(cf. [3, 8, 10, 11, 39, 40]). Even when one decides to keep the working Hilbert space

perturbation-independent, K(λ) = K(0) = K, a number of challenging questions survives.

One of the most important ones follows from the possible loss of the reality of eigenvalues,

E(λ) = E(0) + λE(1) + λ2E(2) + . . . ∈ C . (45)
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Then, one has to accept the open-system philosophy and to treat the Rayleigh-Schrödinger

expansions just as an ansatz which could work even when E(λ) /∈ R and even when the

series is divergent.

The feasibility of such an alternative model-building strategy has been confirmed, e.g.,

by Caliceti et al [36] (cf. also a more recent review of the field in [41]). In essence, the

latter authors revealed that in a number of specific toy models the conventional ansatz (45)

may still serve as a productive constructive tool. Yielding, at the small and real coupling

constants, the real (i.e., energy-like) as well as complex (i.e., resonance-representing) low-

lying spectra after standard resummation.

5.5 Real spectra and the paradox of emergent instabilities

The reality of spectra of the Hamiltonians has independently been noticed in the context

of quantum field theory [12]. This attracted attention of physics community to the appli-

cability of expansions (45) in the non-Hermitian setting of Eq. (44). The authors of the

innovated studies of imaginary cubic anharmonic-oscillator Hamiltonians

H(CAHO)(µ, ν) = −
d2

dx2
+
µ2

4
x2 + iνx3 (46)

identified either λ = µ (say, in the “strong-coupling expansions” of Ref. [23]) or λ = ν

(say, in the “weak-coupling expansions” of Ref. [24]).

Even when having the strictly real bound-state-like spectra, the latter model-building

efforts were criticized by mathematicians [17, 30]. They recommended a replacement of

the mere search for eigenvalues (characterized as “fragile”) by a more ambitious construc-

tion of pseudospectra. We have to point out that the mathematically well founded latter

recommendation has been based on a conceptual misunderstanding. Fortunately, a disen-

tanglement of the misunderstanding was straightforward. It proved sufficient to distinguish

between the closed and open systems and to show that the construction of pseudospectra

only makes sense (and offers new information) in the latter case (for more details see also

section 3 above).

From a purely mathematical point of view one should not be too much surprised by the

latter conclusion and, in particular, by the “wild” [30] behavior of open systems exhibiting

emergent instabilities because the theory behind the closed systems is different. For them,

the constructions and predictions obtained in the two alternative “physical” Hilbert spaces

L and H are, by definition, equivalent. Thus, no paradox can be seen in the existence of

the mechanism due to which the pseudospectra of closed systems remain well behaved even

when the representation of dynamics itself is non-Hermitian.
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Another, even more straightforward explanation of the existence of the emergent open-

system instabilities becomes best visible when the system in question happens to lie close to

a Kato’s exceptional-point singularity [42, 43, 44]. In such a vicinity, indeed, the operator

of metric Θ becomes singular and dominated by a projector [45]. Perturbations H1 which

are small with respect to the correct physical Hilbert-space norm (in our present notation

this means that ♯H1♯ ≪ 1) may still be, simultaneously, very large with respect to the

conventional open-system norm as defined in the standard regular limit of Θ → I (i.e.,

‖H1‖ ≫ 1). As a consequence, perturbations may be expected to lead to the “wild” forms

of pseudospectrs (20) as sampled, via a number of elementary examples, in [30].

5.6 Ultimate challenge: Models where the metric does not exist

To a compact introduction in the overall QHQM theory as provided in Appendix A it

makes sense to add that a truly enormous increase of popularity of the formalism has

been inspired by the Bender’s and Boettcher’s claim [1] that the reality of spectra is

a phenomenon which can be observed in an unexpectedly broad class of models which

are not only phenomenologically attractive but also mathematically user-friendly. These

results set the scene for an intensive subsequent study. No surprise: Whenever an operator

H proves non-Hermitian (in K) while its spectrum {En} is “bound-state-like” (i.e., real,

discrete and bounded from below), one feels tempted to consider the possibility of its

quantum quasi-Hermitian Hamiltonian-operator interpretation.

In [1] the temptation has been further supported by the detailed analysis of the specific

ordinary differential Hamiltonian-like operators

H(BB)(n) = −
d2

dx2
− (ix)n+2 , n ≥ 0 . (47)

These operators are, in general, complex and manifestly non-Hermitian but still possessing

the strictly real and discrete bound-state-like spectra. On these grounds Bender with

Boettcher conjectured that such operators could be treated as Hamiltonians in certain

unconventional, “analytically continued” quantum theories.

In 2012, Siegl with Krejčǐŕık [46] opposed the claim. Using the rigorous methods of

functional analysis they proved that for at least some of the toy models H having the

elementary differential-operator form (47) an acceptable metric Θ which would satisfy

relation (2) does not exist at all. This weakened the enthusiasm because at least some of

the local-interaction benchmark models cannot be endowed with any admissible physical-

Hilbert space H.

One of the ways of circumventing such a mathematical disproof of quasi-Hermiticity

has been found in a transition to the open system reinterpretation of the models [5]. As
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a benefit, such a change of strategy simplified the mathematics because one could simply

set Θ = I. A return to the old open-system philosophy behind models (47) appeared even

productive in mathematics: In a way outlined in section 5.5 above it led to the discovery

of certain unexpected spurious approximate solutions of Eq. (1) emerging at the energies

which lied far from the spectrum [30]. Thus, it was immediate to conclude that in place of

the spectrum, the much more useful descriptive tool can be sought in the pseudospectra.

In a way which we described in section 3 above, the pseudospectra directly characterize

the influence of random perturbations upon dynamics of the systems. Incidentally, their

analysis has been shown to make sense only in the open-system cases in which the spectra

of H are not real. As long as ImEn 6= 0 at some n, the Hamiltonian cannot be Hermitian,

H 6= H†. Thus, we may set Θ = I and identify H = K. In contrast, the knowledge of

pseudospecta is not neeeded in the other, stable-bound-state scenario, partially because

the implication [ImEn 6= 0] =⇒ [H 6= H†] cannot be inverted.

It is possible to conclude that for the closed systems with the Hamiltonians sampled by

Eq. (47), the question of their acceptability is still open. The reason is that the physical

Hilbert space defined in terms of the correct inner-product metric Θ = Θ(H) need not

exist. Thus, whenever we decide to stay inside the QHQM theory and require that

[H 6= H†] & [ImEn = 0] , ∀n

we must keep in mind that the status of many popular illustrative examples has to be

reconsidered as inconclusive, with an acceptable physical interpretation being still sought

in several new directions [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55].

In fact, already Scholtz et al [8], were probably aware of the similar mathematical sub-

tlety because they complemented the quasi-Hermiticity requirement (2) by a few further

consistency-supporting sufficient conditions. Among them, the most prominent amend-

ment of the theory seems to be their mysterious requirement of the boundedness of H .

Unmotivated and counterintuitive as it might have looked in the past, it was probably

one of the lucky parts of the formulation of QHQM by Scholtz et al [8] because, in ret-

rospective, it excludes the contradictory differential unbounded-operator models (47) as

unacceptable.

6 Summary

In the textbooks on quantum theory the authors have to distinguish between the models

supporting, and not supporting, the presence of resonances. The notion of perturbation

plays a fundamental role in both of these implementations of the theory. For two reasons.
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The first one is realistic: Whenever one tries to prepare and study a quantum system, sta-

ble or unstable, it is hardly possible to achieve its absolute isolation from an uncontrolled

environment. One has to guarantee the negligibility of influence of such an environment us-

ing, typically, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and open-system models with complex spectra

and random perturbations.

The second reason is mathematical: Even if we manage to guarantee that the system in

question is, up to negligible errors, isolated, perturbation theory re-appears as a powerful

tool suitable for calculations and for an efficient evaluation of predictions. Naturally, a con-

sistency of perturbation-related constructions needs a guarantee of a “sufficient smallness”

of the perturbation. Such a guarantee is a task, an explicit formulation of which depends

on the model-building details. Our present attention has mainly been devoted, therefore,

to the physics of stable bound states (and just marginally to unstable resonances) in a way

motivated by the recently increasing popularity of the so called non-Hermitian Schrödinger

representations of the stable and unitary quantum systems.

In the literature the presentation of this subject may be found accompanied by the

emergence of multiple new and unanswered questions. In our paper we picked up a few

of such questions which we were able to answer. Basically, our answers may be separated

in several groups. In the first one we felt inspired by the authors who studied the pseu-

dospectra. We imagined that in such an area of research the application of innovative

mathematics is not always accompanied by a clear explanation of physics. In this setting

we conjectured that a key to the resolution of certain emerging apparent paradoxes can be

found in distinguishing, more consequently, between the traditional non-Hermitian quan-

tum models with Θ = I (for the study of which the pseudospectra have been found truly

indispensable [17]) and the more recent and sophisticated closed-system theories in which

the specification of the correct inner-product metric proves nontrivial and Hamiltonian-

dependent, Θ = Θ(H) 6= I.

In this way we managed to explain that in certain applications (sampled by the random-

perturbation studies) there is practically no difference between the use of the QHQM and

standard quantum mechanics. A slightly different conclusion has been achieved when

we turned attention to a more explicit study of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation

expansions. The differences, not too well visible in the mere calculations of energies [23, 24],

appeared immediately deeply relevant when one becomes interested in practically any other

observable quality/quantity of the system.

The latter feature of the theory has already been observed (and not found too welcome)

in our preceding paper [16]. Our detailed analysis of the structure of the QHQM-version

of perturbation theory led us there to a few rather skeptical conclusions concerning the

applicability of the formalism in its full generality. In our present paper we managed
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to show that the strength of the latter discouraging results can perceivably be weakened

when one reconsiders the theory and after one reduces its scope just to the description of

its experimentally verifiable predictions.

In this spirit we proposed to replace the next-to-prohibitively difficult operator-valued

solution of Eq. (2) (specifying the perturbation-dependent metric Θ(λ) needed in Eq. (3))

by the vector-valued solution of Eq. (29) entering the modified form (28)) of the same

prediction which is, even by itself, much easier to evaluate.

In conclusion it is probably worth adding that along the same methodical lines one

could also get beyond the framework of the Schrödinger picture in which the opereators

of observables are mostly assumed time-independent, A 6= A(t). In the future, perhaps,

the same methodical ideas might prove applicable also in the non-stationary context and

models and in the interaction-picture extension of the hiddenly unitary-evolution formalism

as proposed, couple of years ago, in [56].
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Appendix A: Quantum mechanics in quasi-Hermitian

representation

A comprehensive outline of the formulation of unitary quantum mechanics in which the

conventional requirement of Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian is replaced by an apparently

weaker, metric-dependent quasi-Hermiticity constraint (2) can be found not only in the

older review by Scholtz et al. [8] but also in a few newer papers (e.g., [3, 10, 57]) and books

(e.g., [4, 11]). In the interpretation of review [39] the formalism is based on simultaneous

use of a triplet of Hilbert spaces (say, [L,K,H]) connected by the Dyson-inspired [20]

mutual correspondences as displayed in the following diagram,

hypothetical space of textbooks

L = Lunfriendly

(physical but not used)
map Ω−1 ւ ցտ equivalence.

friendly representation space

K = Kmathematical

(unphysical)

simplification Θ→I
←−

ultimate amended picture

H = Hphysical

(represented in K)

(48)

In such an arrangement, by assumption, the two lower-line Hilbert spaces K andH coincide

as linear modules or vector-space sets of the ket-vector elements |ψ〉. Thus, we can write

|ψ〉 ∈ K and/or |ψ〉 ∈ H and treat the Hamiltonian H (carrying the input information

about dynamics) as an operator defined and acting in both of these two spaces.

The difference between K and H lies in two conventions. First, the former, auxiliary,

manifestly unphysical Hilbert space K is definitely preferred as the user-friendlier one.

The standard Dirac’s notation is applied to the bra-vector elements of its dual marked

by a prime, 〈ψ| ∈ K′. Second, the correct physical Hilbert space H is only treated as

represented in K using the mere change of the inner product,

〈ψa|ψb〉 = the inner product in K , 〈ψa|Θ|ψb〉 = the (mimicked) product in H .

The bra-vector elements of the dual physical vector space are, in the notation of Ref. [58],

denoted as “brabras”, 〈〈ψ| ∈ H′. They have the metric-dependent representation

〈〈ψ| = 〈ψ|Θ

in K′. Thus, we can treat these brabras as the Hermitian conjugates of the kets in the

physical Hilbert space H. In parallel, we can also introduce the “ketkets” |ψ〉〉 = Θ |ψ〉 as
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the Hermitian conjugates of the brabras with respect to the simpler, conventional inner

products in the unphysical but preferred representation-Hilbert-space K.

Appendix B. Rayleigh-Schrödinger construction in L

A factorization Θ = Ω†Ω of the metric enables us to define the textbook L−space self-

adjoint avatar of our Hamiltonian

h = ΩH Ω−1 = h† . (49)

It acts in the upper component L of diagram (48) which is just the conventional physical

Hilbert space of textbooks. The latter Hilbert space can be perceived as the set of the

“spiked-ket” elements |ψ ≻= Ω |ψ〉 ∈ L and of their Hermitian-conjugate “spiked-bra”

duals ≺ψ| = 〈ψ|Ω† ∈ L′. By definition, the hypothetical and practically inaccessible

operator h is an L−space image of our preselected Hamiltonian H . Hence, the the above-

mentioned links of L to the other two spaces imply that the Hermiticity of h in L is

equivalent to the (hidden) Hermiticity of our H in H. In contrast, the same operator H is

non-Hermitian in the mathematical manipulation space K.

In the context of perturbation theory with h = h(λ) = h0+λv in Schrödinger equation

h(λ) |ψn(λ)≻= En(λ) |ψn(λ)≻ , n = 0, 1, . . . (50)

the standard power-series ansatz for energies (5) is complemented by its wave-function

analogue

|ψn(λ)≻= |ψn(0)≻ +λ |ψ(1)
n ≻ +λ2 |ψ(2)

n ≻ + . . . . (51)

The Hermiticity (49) is then an important mathematical advantage. In particular, this

property enables us to treat the unperturbed Schrödinger equation

(h0 − En(0))|ψn(0)≻= 0 (52)

as a standard eigenvalue problem, preferably solvable in closed form. Next, we may recall

any textbook and write down the first-order-approximation extension of Eq. (52),

(h0 −En(0))|ψ
(1)
n ≻ +(v−E(1)

n )|ψn(0)≻= 0 (53)

as well as its second-order extension

(h0 − En(0))|ψ
(2)
n ≻ +(v− E(1)

n )|ψ(1)
n ≻ +(−E(2)

n )|ψn(0)≻= 0 (54)

etc. In this manner we may reconstruct the sequence of the corrections to the energy,

E(1)
n =≺ψn(0)|v|ψn(0)≻ , (55)
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E(2)
n =≺ψn(0)|v|ψ

(1)
n ≻ (56)

(etc) as well as the analogous sequence of the corrections to the wave-function ket-vectors

|ψ(1)
n ≻= Q

1

En(0)−Qh0Q
Qv|ψn(0)≻ , (57)

|ψ(2)
n ≻= Q

1

En(0)−Qh0Q
Q(v− E(1)

n )|ψ(1)
n ≻ (58)

(etc) where the symbol

Q = I − |ψn(0)≻≺ψn(0)| (59)

denotes an elementary projector “out of model space”.

Appendix C. Open questions behind quasi-Hermitian

perturbations

In the ultimate physical Hilbert space H in which H is self-adjoint it would be possible

to introduce a dedicated superscript marking the space-characterizing conjugation and to

rewrite Eq. (2) as follows,

H = H‡ := Θ−1H†Θ .

Nevertheless, once we move to the preferred representation space K the latter notation be-

comes redundant because the relation H = H‡ finds its rephrasing in the quasi-Hermiticity

constraint (2) in K.

In applications we have to re-read Eq. (2) as restricting an assignment of metric Θ

to a preselected non-Hermitian operator H . Such a metric will necessarily vary with the

Hamiltonian in general, Θ = Θ(H). The same observation applies to its Dyson-map

factor, Ω = Ω(H). Both of these comments have already been formulated in [16]. We

pointed out there that whenever one decides to consider any one-parametric family of

Hamiltonians H = H(λ) [including also the perturbed Hamiltonians of Eq. (4) as special

case], the physical meaning of the quantum system can only be deduced from its textbook

probabilistic interpretation in L. At every λ.

This means that the change of the parameter will imply the change of diagram (48).

The independence of the unperturbed and perturbed versions of Schrödinger Eq. (1) leads

to the necessity of working, at every non-vanishing parameter λ, with as many as six

separate Hilbert spaces. Even though we can merge L(λ) = L(0) = L and use the single

textbook space for reference, the union of the two respective diagrams (48) with λ = 0 and
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λ 6= 0 still has to be replaced by their five-Hilbert-space concatenation,

elementary initial

auxiliary space K(0)

(unperturbed limit)

Hermitization Θ(0)
−→

elementary initial

correct space H(0)

(unperturbed limit)
map Ω(0) ց րւ equivalence at λ=0

hypothetical merged

inaccessible space L)

of conventional textbooks
map Ω(λ) ր ցտ equivalence at λ6=0

λ− dependent ultimate

auxiliary space K(λ)

(perturbed regime)

Hermitization Θ(λ)
−→

λ− dependent ultimate

correct space H(λ)

(perturbed regime)

(60)

In [16] we emphasized that the general QHQM formalism remains consistent and applicable

even when the λ−dependence of the Hilbert space metric Θ(λ) is not smooth. Neverthe-

less, we proposed that for the perturbed models of Eq. (4) characterized by a smooth

λ−dependence of the Hamiltonian it makes sense to postulate also the analyticity of Θ(λ).

Still, our concluding comments concerning the practical feasibility of the calculations were

skeptical. In contrast, one of the key messages as delivered by our present paper can be

seen in a significant suppression of the latter skepticism.

Appendix D. Biorthonormalized unperturbed bases

In Hilbert space K our Hamiltonians are assumed non-Hermitian, H 6= H†. In section 4 we

emphasized that we have to complement, therefore, the conventional Schrödinger equation

(i.e., Eq. (1) for the ket vectors) by its conjugate partner specifying their H−space duals.

This goal is achieved either via Eq. (30) for the “brabra” vectors or, equivalently, via

Eq. (29) for the “ketket” vectors.

Temporarily let us simplify the mathematics and assume that dim K <∞ [59]. Then,

for the reasons explained in diagram (60) of Appendix C we must distinguish between the

equations at λ = 0 (the unperturbed limit) and at λ 6= 0 (the perturbed regime). In the

former case let us now rewrite both of the λ = 0 Schrödinger equations in a more compact

notation,

H |n〉 = En |n〉 , n = 0, 1, . . . , dimK − 1 , (61)

H† |n〉〉 = En |n〉〉 , n = 0, 1, . . . , dimK − 1 . (62)
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In the framework of perturbation theory in its most elementary form the solutions of

such an advanced, “doubled” quasi-Hermitian bound-state problem are usually assumed

available in closed form. We will also require that all of the unperturbed eigenvectors form

a biorthonormalized set (i.e., one has 〈〈ψm|ψn〉 = δmn) which is complete. Thus, we will

have, at our disposal, the spectral decomposition of the identity operator,

dimK−1
∑

n=0

|n〉 〈〈n| = I . (63)

Formally, one can even postulate the validity of a spectral representation of the unper-

turbed Hamiltonian,

H(0) =

dimK−1
∑

n=0

|n〉En(0) 〈〈n| . (64)

Finally, recalling [58] one can write down also the multiparametric definition

Θ(0) =

dimK−1
∑

n=0

|n〉〉 |κn(0)|
2 〈〈n| (65)

of all of the metrics which would be formally compatible with the Dieudonné’s quasi-

Hermiticity constraint (2) at λ = 0. In parallel, the related Dyson-map factor Ω = Ω(0)

appearing in Eq. (16) and in diagrams (48) and/or (60) as well as in the explicit definition

|ψ≻= Ω |ψ〉 ∈ L of the elements of the hypothetical space of textbooks can be formally

represented by the sum

Ω(0) =

dimK−1
∑

n=0

|n≻ κn(0) 〈〈n| . (66)

Depending on the representation one can insert here 〈〈ψ| ∈ H′ or 〈〈ψ| = 〈ψ|Θ ∈ K′.
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